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Abstract
Existing methods for automatically analyzing search logs describe search
behavior on the basis of purely syntactic dierences (overlapping terms)
between queries. Although these statistics at a syntactic level provide
valuable insights into the complexity and successfulness of search inter-
actions, they oer a limited interpretation of the observed searching be-
havior, as they do not consider the semantics of users' queries. Recently,
large amounts of semantic information have become publicly available in
the form of linked data. In this paper we propose a method to exploit
this information to enrich search queries with linked data entities so as
to determine the semantic types of the queries and the relations between
queries that are consecutively entered in a search session.
This work provides also an in-depth analysis of the search logs of the
commercial picture portal of a European news agency, which oers ac-
cess to photographic images to professional users. Compared to previous
image search log analyses, in particular those of professional users, we
consider a much larger dataset. We analyze the logs both in the more tra-
ditional syntactic way and using the newly proposed semantic approach,
and compare the results. Our ndings show the benets of using semantics
for search log analysis: the identied types of query modications cannot
be appropriately analyzed with a purely statistical approach that only
considers term overlap, since queries related in the most frequent ways
do not usually share terms. We discuss implications of our ndings for
improving log analysis, image collection management, and search engine
design.
This is a preprint of an article accepted for publication in Journal of the American Society
for Information Science and Technology copyright c 2010 (American Society for Information
Science and Technology).
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1 Introduction
Users interact with web search engines in order to satisfy their information
needs. The examination of the users' information searching behavior aims at
providing an understanding of the usage of such systems; the obtained infor-
mation can then be ultimately used for improving user experience and system
eectiveness. In particular, the ndings of such investigations can aid the devel-
opment of user interfaces and mechanisms that assist users during search, and
also benet system design, content management, and research into the develop-
ment of more eective retrieval approaches.
The study of information searching behavior is typically conducted with re-
search methods drawn from Social Sciences, including methods such as surveys
and laboratory-based user-centered experiments (Ingwersen and Jarvelin, 2005).
For studying the behavior of web search engines' users, one of the most eec-
tive methods is the analysis of their search interaction data collected in these
engines' transaction logs (Jansen et al., 2008a). Such logging mechanisms are
able to unobtrusively record large amounts of the entire range of user-system
interactions of a sizable number of users, in naturalistic settings, over signicant
time periods (Jansen et al., 2008b). On the other hand, though, search logs do
not record the underlying context and situation of users' searching process, or
any other qualitative user aspects, and therefore, the users' information needs,
decision processes, and satisfaction with the system remain implicit (Jansen,
2006, 2008a). Despite these inherent limitations, search logs have been widely
examined in order to gain an understanding of web users' searching behavior
(e.g., Lau and Horvitz, 1999, Jansen et al., 2000b,a, Goodrum and Spink, 2001,
Spink et al., 2001, Jansen et al., 2004, Jansen and Spink, 2006, Rieh and Xie,
2006, Whittle et al., 2007, Bozzon et al., 2007, Costa and Seco, 2008, Jansen
et al., 2009, Tjondronegoro et al., 2009, Boldi et al., 2009, Huang and Efthimi-
adis, 2009).
Search log analysis examines the characteristics of users' searching interac-
tions in order both to describe the observed trends and patterns, and to make
predictive inferences (Jansen, 2006, 2008a). Typically, the interactions that are
examined include query submission, query modication (i.e., the successive sub-
mission of queries by a user engaging in an iterative interactive process in the
context of a single session), and results viewing, with the analysis taking place
at three levels of granularity (Jansen, 2006): terms, queries, and sessions (i.e.,
series of searching interactions performed within a given temporal span by a
single searcher).
Current approaches to search log analysis (Jansen et al., 2008a) describe
the main features of the observed interactions in purely statistical terms by re-
porting, for instance, in some aggregate form, the number of terms per query,
the number of queries per session, the number of results viewed, and the dif-
ferences in the terms occurring in consecutive queries submitted by the same
user. Statistics collected at the level of the query or the terms it is composed
of provide valuable insights into the complexity and successfulness of search in-
teractions, and into the users' behavioral patterns regarding query formulation
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and modication. However, this syntactic analysis at the level of term overlap
oers only a partial interpretation of the observed search behavior since it does
not consider the semantics of the available information. Intuitively, taking into
account the semantics of individual queries, as well as the semantic relations
between queries, would allow a ner-grained and potentially more meaningful
analysis of search log data; this, combined with a statistical analysis, may oer
a new understanding of user behavior not visible from usage statistics alone.
To this end, this work proposes a novel semantic search log analysis method
that enriches current approaches by exploiting the knowledge in a linked data
cloud (Berners-Lee, 2006, Bizer et al., 2009), i.e., a collection of interlinked
RDF triples (Klyne and Carroll, 2004) that encode what is predicated of spe-
cic entities, e.g., that David Beckham is a football player and married to Vic-
toria Beckham. The proposed method adds a semantic dimension to search
log analysis by mapping the submitted queries onto entities in the linked data,
thus enabling the identication of query types and semantic relations between
queries. Consider, for instance, the queries David Beckham and Joe Cole sub-
mitted in succession by a single user. An analysis based on term overlap cannot
identify a relation between these two queries. A semantic analysis would treat
these as entities, rather than as mere strings, and would determine that each
of these queries corresponds to a footballer (the semantic type of the queries)
and that their relation is that both play for the English national football team
(the semantic type of the query modication). Based on the premise that users'
searching behavior, as this is recorded in search logs, reects aspects of the sit-
uation and context in which this behavior occurs, the above example indicates
that semantic search log analysis has the potential to uncover more evidence
regarding these user aspects compared to purely statistical approaches.
Aside the new method, this work also reports a study of the search logs of
the commercial picture portal of a European news agency. The picture portal
oers access to millions of photographic images to professional users, such as
journalists, PR agencies, and editorial sta in newspapers and magazines. Com-
pared to the number of investigations performed on logs of text search engines,
only few studies have looked into image search logs (Goodrum and Spink, 2001,
Jansen et al., 2000a, Ozmutlu et al., 2003, Jansen, 2008b, Jansen et al., 2004,
Tjondronegoro et al., 2009). And, in a professional context, search log analysis
has only been applied to small scale samples (Markkula and Sormunen, 2000,
Jorgensen and Jorgensen, 2005, Westman and Oittinen, 2006). The study re-
ported here analyzes the image search logs collected by the picture portal over
a 10-month period, comparing the results of a statistical term-based analysis
with those obtained by applying the proposed semantic approach. Particular
emphasis is given on the application of the proposed method for analyzing the
query modication behavior of users and thus uncovering the most prominent
modication patterns.
1.1 Research objectives
The two main questions addressed in this paper are:
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1. How can we enrich search log analysis by intoducing a semantic dimension,
i.e., how can we semantically analyze a search log to discover what types
of queries are posed, how queries are modied, and what the dierences
are between successful and unsuccessful queries?
Existing methods for analyzing logs do not use the semantics of the queries.
Including semantic knowledge in the analysis can potentially provide fur-
ther insights in the searching behavior.
2. What are the search characteristics of professional users searching for im-
ages in a journalistic context?
Image search behavior of professional users has not yet been investigated
in sucient depth. In the few studies that addressed this topic very small
log samples were analyzed.
To answer the rst research question we developed a novel search log analysis
method that exploits semantic knowledge. To analyze the semantics of queries
and query modications, it does not suce to treat queries as mere strings.
Instead, we need to augment queries with semantic information by matching
them to entities with well-dened properties and semantic relations to other
entities. Fortunately, large sources of semantic information have recently be-
come available in the form of linked data. Combining search log analysis with
linked data poses several challenges. 1) How can we match queries to entities
in linked data? 2) How can we exploit the properties and relations of entities
to reveal meaningful information about queries and query pairs? 3) How can
we use the statistics of the properties and relations of the entities matching the
queries in the search logs to identify patterns in search behavior that hold for
a large number of users? In this paper we present solutions for each of these
challenges. We explain how our method can be used to analyze the types of
the users' queries at multiple levels and to discover the users' query modica-
tion strategies. To assess the added value of the semantic search log analysis,
we compare the ndings of our approach to the results of existing syntactic
methods.
The second question is answered by analyzing a large scale image search log
of professional users with both syntactic methods and the presented semantic
method. Firstly, we explore the types of queries these users posed and exam-
ine dierences between the types of queries that lead to a click on an image
(successful queries) and the types of queries that did not lead to a click on
an image (unsuccessful queries). Secondly, we examine the strategies the users
followed to modify queries. We analyze commonly used modication patterns
and explore the dierences between modications after successful queries and
unsuccessful queries. We discover that two classes of patterns occur frequently
and compute the overlap of these classes with modication types found through
syntactic analysis. Finally, we discuss the implications of our ndings for various
applications, including search support, as well as management and annotation
of journalistic image collections.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews
related work. Section 3 presents the semantic search log analysis method. Sec-
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tion 4 describes the search log data that are studied and presents some of their
statistics. The proposed semantic approach is then applied on these data and
compared to syntactic approaches, with Section 5 reporting on query types,
and Section 6 on query modication patterns. Section 7 discusses implications
of our ndings and Section 8 concludes by summarizing the main ndings and
outlining directions for future work.
2 Related work
Search log analysis is typically performed at three levels of granularity (Jansen,
2006): the session level, the query level, and the term level. The session level of
analysis provides insights in the duration, the complexity and the successfulness
of search sessions. Query level analysis focuses on the number of terms in the
users' queries and on query modications, examining how often and in what
way users modify their queries. Term level analysis examines the frequency
distribution of terms in queries and the topics of the terms. Previous search
log analyses conducted at these three levels are reviewed in Section 2.1, whereas
Section 2.2 zooms in on query modication. Given that this work reports on the
analysis of the search logs of a commercial picture portal, Section 2.1 focuses
only on studies of image search logs. Section 2.2, though, also discusses studies
on non-image search, since very few studies have examined query modications
in image search.
2.1 Image search log analysis
Most studies of image search logs have examined log les of general-purpose web
search engines with a varied user population. As shown in Table 1, Altavista
has been studied in Jansen et al. (2004), Excite in Goodrum and Spink (2001),
Jansen et al. (2000a), Ozmutlu et al. (2003), and Jansen (2008b), and the meta-
search engine Dogpile in Tjondronegoro et al. (2009). Exceptions are the studies
by Jorgensen and Jorgensen (2005), who analyzed the logs of professional users
subscribed to the services of a commercial image provider, and by Markkula
and Sormunen (2000) and Westman and Oittinen (2006), who examined the
logs of journalists and archivists searching in a digital newspaper photo archive.
In these studies of professional image search (Markkula and Sormunen, 2000,
Jorgensen and Jorgensen, 2005, Westman and Oittinen, 2006) the collection in
which the users searched consisted only of images. The Altavista and Dogpile
search engines examined in Jansen et al. (2004) and Tjondronegoro et al. (2009)
provided access to image, audio, video, and textual content, where users could
distinguish between these four collections by selecting the corresponding tab.
Jansen et al. (2004) compare searches in all four collections, whereas Tjon-
dronegoro et al. (2009) focus on searches in the three non-textual collections.
At the time of study of the Excite search logs, the search engine oered only
one search box which mixed text, image, audio, and video results. Goodrum
and Spink (2001) and Jansen (2008b) identied queries for image material in
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Table 1: Previous studies on image search log data: the search engine providing
the logs for analysis, the method of analysis, the year in which the logs were
collected, and the number of image queries and sessions that were analyzed.
Study Search engine Analysis Year #Queries #Sessions
general-purpose web image search
Jansen et al. (2000a) Excite automatic 1997 27,144 8,310
Goodrum & Spink (2001) Excite automatic 1997 33,149 9,855
Ozmutlu et al. (2003) Excite automatic 2001 53,985 16,670
Jansen (2008b) Excite manual 2001 587 unknown
Jansen et al. (2004) AltaVista automatic 2002 127,614 26,720
Tjondronegoro at al. (2009) Dogpile automatic 2006 562,380 196,755
professional image search
Markkula & Sormunen (2000) Newspaper
archive
manual 1996-97 unknown 27
Westman & Oittinen (2006) Newspaper
archive
manual 2004 1788 unknown
Jorgensen & Jorgensen (2005) Commercial
image provider
manual 2005 2810 841
the Excite search logs by extracting queries that contained one of 28 predened
image related keywords (e.g., image, pics, photo). In the same way, Jansen
et al. (2000a) and Ozmutlu et al. (2003) identied in these logs image, audio,
and video queries.
In half of these studies, the log les were analyzed automatically (Jansen
et al., 2004, Tjondronegoro et al., 2009, Goodrum and Spink, 2001, Jansen et al.,
2000a, Ozmutlu et al., 2003). Automatic processing allows for the analysis of
a large sample of the search logs, ranging from 8,310 image search sessions in
Jansen et al. (2000a) to 196,755 sessions in Tjondronegoro et al. (2009) (see
Table 1). In contrast, Jorgensen and Jorgensen (2005) manually coded a much
smaller log sample of 841 sessions, while Markkula and Sormunen's study (2000)
was limited to 27 sessions only.
Most studies that compared search in various types of collections found that
users search much more often for images than for audio and video content, but
less frequently than for general content (Jansen et al., 2004, Tjondronegoro et al.,
2009, Jansen et al., 2000a). Image queries occurred between 3.6 and 4.6 times
more often than video queries and between 2.2 and 8.4 times as much as audio
queries. Only in Ozmutlu et al. (2003), image queries occurred less frequently
than audio queries, but only in one of the three examined years of log data.
In total, image queries made up 1.7% (Ozmutlu et al., 2003) to 5.5% (Jansen
et al., 2004) of the queries entered in general-purpose web search engines.
Jansen et al. (2004) and Ozmutlu et al. (2003) found that image sessions
comprise on average more queries (4.8) than searches for other types of content
and that image queries contain more terms (4.0). From this they conclude that
image search is a more complex cognitive task than other types of search. The
larger number of queries per session is conrmed by Jansen et al. (2000a) and
Tjondronegoro et al. (2009). However, these studies both nd that the average
query length of image queries is not longer than in other collections. The average
number of queries per session appears to be fairly constant across the various
general-purpose web image search engines: between 2.8 and 4.8. The number
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of terms per query is also similar for all search engines: 2.3 to 4.0. Smaller
numbers of terms are found for journalists searching for images professionally:
1.48 in Westman and Oittinen (2006) and 1.9 in Jorgensen and Jorgensen (2005)
(although in this study bound phrases such as `New York' were counted as one
term).
Few studies have analyzed the browse and click behavior of users after they
had entered a query. In the study of Tjondronegoro et al. (2009), 56% of the
image sessions resulted in a click on one of the search results, a much lower
percentage than for audio and video queries. A comparable result for profes-
sional users has been found in Jorgensen and Jorgensen (2005), where 26% of
the queries resulted in clicking or downloading an image. Jansen et al. (2004)
examined the number of result pages that were opened by users of Altavista and
found that these users looked at very few result pages: in only 37% of the cases
more than one page was viewed. A very dierent result was found in Jorgensen
and Jorgensen (2005), who report that after 90.1% of the queries of professional
users more than one page was viewed. Markkula and Sormunen (2000) also
found that professionals use much browsing. Based on this result, combined
with the shorter queries of these users, they hypothesize that journalists often
use broad and short queries to make sure no relevant images are missed and
rely on browsing to nd the best images among the returned results.
So far we discussed research on how users search, but not on what they
search for. Various methods have been developed to automatically classify the
topics and types of search queries. For example, Beitzel et al. (2007) classify
queries into predened topics by comparing the queries to manually classied
queries and learning selectional preferences from unlabeled queries. Shen et al.
(2006) apply text classication methods on snippets and categories of search re-
sults of the queries. An extensive overview of query classication methods can
be found in Ozmutlu et al. (2009). Although such query classication methods
have been used to analyze the topics of text search queries (e.g., Bar-Ilan et al.
(2009) for MSN queries), few studies have applied them to image search logs.
An exception is the work by Tjondronegoro et al. (2009), who examined the
topics of 2818 queries, using OpenCalais (Ope, 2010), a public Web Service for
the classication of natural language text into the semantic categories dened
by Calais (a Thomson Reuters company). In a number of other papers (Jansen
et al., 2004, Goodrum and Spink, 2001, Jansen, 2008b, Westman and Oittinen,
2006, Markkula and Sormunen, 2000, Jorgensen and Jorgensen, 2005), samples
of (frequently occurring) image queries have been classied by hand. Consis-
tently, these studies showed that image queries cover a wide variety of topics,
judging from the large number of queries that occur only once (Jansen et al.,
2004, Goodrum and Spink, 2001). In the general-purpose web search engines
many queries refer to adult content (Jansen et al., 2004, Goodrum and Spink,
2001, Tjondronegoro et al., 2009, Jansen, 2008b). Other common topics were
medical conditions and people (Tjondronegoro et al., 2009). Jansen (2008b)
found that most queries (82%) asked for general concepts (rather than named
entities). Furthermore, people and people-related queries occurred often. In
logs of professional users, the main topics were business, computers, people,
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activities and sports, whereas queries for adult content are seen much less fre-
quently (Jorgensen and Jorgensen, 2005). Queries of journalists consist mainly
of named entities (56% in both Westman and Oittinen (2006) and (Markkula
and Sormunen, 2000)), in particular persons' names (40% in Westman and Oit-
tinen (2006)). General concepts occur less frequently: 44% in Westman and
Oittinen (2006) and 18% in Markkula and Sormunen (2000).
In conclusion, the behavior of users who search for images in general-purpose
web search engines is reported upon in various papers. These papers have shown
that image search is a complex task, which involves many queries and often
does not lead to results that the users nd worth clicking. Much less research
has addressed the behavior of professional users. Exceptions are the studies of
Markulla and Sormunen (2000), Jorgensen and Jorgensen (2005), and Westman
and Oittinen (2006). These studies provide a thorough analysis of professional
search, but are limited to very small numbers of search sessions. In our paper
we examine professional image search by analyzing the search interactions of a
much larger number of professional users by `automating' the coding, exploiting
the opportunities provided by the Linked Open Data initiative.
2.2 Query modication
Research on query modication studies pairs of queries that are successively
submitted in a search session. Successive query pairs are classied into a num-
ber of modication types and the use of these types is analyzed. Below we
summarize previous research on query modication. We discuss the source of
the search logs that are examined, the modication types that are dened and
the main conclusions about these types. Statistics of the discussed studies are
given in Table 2.
The large majority of the studies on query modication used search logs of
search engines for textual content. Probably the most studied search logs are
those of the Excite search engine (Rieh and Xie, 2006, Whittle et al., 2007,
Lau and Horvitz, 1999, Bozzon et al., 2007, Ozmutlu, 2009). Other studies
analyzed logs of Dogpile (Jansen et al., 2009), Tumba (Costa and Seco, 2008),
AOL (Huang and Efthimiadis, 2009), Fast (Ozmutlu, 2009), and Yahoo! UK
and Yahoo! US (Boldi et al., 2009). Jones and Fain (2003) used client-side
logging software to collect logs of a group of users accessing a variety of search
engines. He et al. (2002) examined the search logs from an intranet. Bruza
and Dennis (1997) used logs from the BabyOIL prototype which gave access to
seven databases containing various kinds of documents. In Efthimiadis (2000)
query modications are not studied from search logs but in a laboratory setting
involving users performing search tasks. To our knowledge, the only study that
examined modications in image search is the study by Jorgensen and Jorgensen
(2005).
In most of these studies, the modication types that are recognized are spec-
ication, generalization and reformulation. Observed query modications are
classied either manually (Bruza and Dennis, 1997, Lau and Horvitz, 1999,
Jorgensen and Jorgensen, 2005, Rieh and Xie, 2006, Jones and Fain, 2003,
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Table 2: Previous studies on search query modication: the search engine pro-
viding the logs for analysis, the method of the query modication analysis, the
year in which the logs were collected, and the number of queries and sessions
that were analyzed.
Study Search engine Analysis Year #Queries #Sessions
Lau and Horvitz (1999) Excite manual 1997 4,690 unknown
Rieh and Xie (2006) Excite manual 2000 2,109 313
Whittle et al. (2007) Excite automatic 2001 1,025,838 266,598
Bozzon et al. (2007) Excite automatic unknown 2,007,897 319,566
Ozmutlu (2009) Excite automatic 1999 5,010 526
Ozmutlu (2009) Fast automatic 2001 4,997 437
Costa and Seco (2008) Tumba automatic 2003 1,700,000 75,320
Jansen et al. (2009) Dogpile automatic 2005 1,523,793 964,780
Huang and Efthimiadis (2009) AOL automatic 2006 36,389,567 16,069,421
Boldi et al. (2009) Yahoo! automatic 2008 17,000,000 7,000,000
Bruza and Dennis (1997) BabyOIL manual 1996 4,064 unknown
He et al. (2002) Intranet automatic 1999 9,534 1,357
Jones and Fain (2003) Various manual 2002 1,236 unknown
Efthimiadis (2000) INSPEC manual unknown unknown 25
Jorgensen and Jorgensen (2005) Commercial
image provider
manual 2005 2,810 841
Efthimiadis, 2000) or automatically (He et al., 2002, Whittle et al., 2007, Jansen
et al., 2009, Boldi et al., 2009, Costa and Seco, 2008, Bozzon et al., 2007, Huang
and Efthimiadis, 2009, Ozmutlu, 2009). Studies that employ automatic methods
usually classify query modications solely on the basis of terms in the queries.
These studies (as well as some of the manual studies) examine whether terms
have been added, eliminated or substituted compared to the user's previous
query (Jansen et al., 2009, Whittle et al., 2007, Jorgensen and Jorgensen, 2005,
He et al., 2002, Bruza and Dennis, 1997, Jones and Fain, 2003, Costa and Seco,
2008). When terms are added, the modication is classied as specication (e.g.,
from query Beckham to query Beckham Milan), when terms are eliminated it is
classied as generalization (e.g., from Beckham Milan to Beckham), and when
terms are substituted it is classied as reformulation (e.g., from Beckham Milan
to Beckham Madrid). Some of the manual studies do not only look at terms but
also classify modications based on the meaning of the queries (Rieh and Xie,
2006, Jorgensen and Jorgensen, 2005, Lau and Horvitz, 1999, Jones and Fain,
2003, Efthimiadis, 2000). The same main classes are used, but the semantics
of the queries are also taken into account during classication. For example, a
modication from Dog to Labrador is classied as a specication, even though
the queries do not have any terms in common. Huang and Efthimiadis (2009)
use strictly term-based denitions for specications and generalizations, but for
reformulations they require that the substituted terms are semantically related
according to WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998), in particular that the term being added
is a synonym, hyponym, hypernym, meronym, or holonym of the term being re-
moved. Another intermediate approach is presented by Boldi et al. (2009) who
aim at a semantic classication of query modications into specication, gen-
eralization and reformulation by looking at the overlap in query terms, time
intervals between queries and features of the user session as a whole. Very dif-
ferent denitions of specication, generalization and reformulation are given by
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Bozzon et al. (2007), who use the frequency of the query terms in the document
collection. If the terms in the rst query are more frequent than the terms in
the second query, the modication is called a specication. The opposite case
is a generalization. Reformulation is dened as two queries with almost equal
term frequencies.
Not all query modications can be assigned to one of the three modication
classes and the proportion of relations that can be recognized varies across the
dierent studies. Using the terms and semantics of the queries, Jones and Fain
(2003) are able to manually classify 47% of the modications, while 66% of the
modications can be classied in Efthimiadis (2000). Based on term overlap
alone, Jones and Fain (2003) nd a class for 23% of the modications, He et al.
(2002) for 43% of the modications, and Ozmutlu (2009) for 33% of the Fast
modications and 33% of the Excite modications. Most likely, these dierences
arise from dierences between the search engines and dierences in preprocessing
steps, such as stemming and session identication. In fact, in the majority of
related work unclassied query modications are assumed to start new search
sessions and are not separately reported.
The large majority of the studies nd that the most frequently used modi-
cation type is reformulation, followed by specication and generalization (Bruza
and Dennis, 1997, Lau and Horvitz, 1999, Jorgensen and Jorgensen, 2005, Rieh
and Xie, 2006, Whittle et al., 2007, Jansen et al., 2009, Boldi et al., 2009,
Costa and Seco, 2008, Efthimiadis, 2000, Ozmutlu, 2009). Reformulations occur
roughly twice as often as specications which occur twice as often as general-
izations. A noteworthy observation is that there is no dierence in this respect
between manual and automatic methods or between purely term-based and se-
mantic methods. The only comparable studies in which dierent proportions
are found are He et al. (2002) and Jones and Fain (2003): they nd almost
equal numbers of reformulations and specications and a much smaller number
of generalizations. No explanation is given for this deviation. An entirely dif-
ferent distribution is found in Bozzon et al. (2007), but this work does not use
term overlap between queries, but term frequencies in the document collection.
Sequences of query modications are examined in Whittle et al. (2007),
Jansen et al. (2009), and Boldi et al. (2009). Whittle et al. (2007) found
that users tend to repeat the same modication type (e.g., a specication is
often followed by another specication). This is not conrmed by Boldi et al.
(2009), who found that specications are usually followed by generalizations
and generalizations by specications. These are also the dominant patterns in
Jansen et al. (2009).
Two studies examined the relation between modication types and the time
interval between submitting two consecutive queries. Lau and Horvitz (1999)
found that specication is most likely after an interval of 20 to 30 seconds while
reformulation peaks when the interval is longer than 5 minutes. However, the
dierences are small. In Huang and Efthimiadis (2009) reformulations also had
the longest average time interval (73 seconds), closely followed by generalizations
(68 seconds) and specications (63 seconds).
The relation between modication types and clicks on search results is stud-
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ied in Huang and Efthimiadis (2009). They found that generalization and re-
formulation often occur when the previous query has led to at least one click on
a search result, which indicates that these modications are mainly used after
successful queries. Some types of term variations mainly occur when the previ-
ous query has not led to a click, suggesting a second attempt to nd the same
information. Specications and reformulations appeared to be most successful:
these modications most often resulted in a click.
Besides the three main modication types, sometimes other types are ex-
amined as well. A number of studies have looked at the number of times users
enter term variations (Rieh and Xie, 2006, Bruza and Dennis, 1997, Jones and
Fain, 2003). Such variations include, for instance, modications from singular
to plural forms or vice versa. Term variations are less common than the main
modication classes, but they still make up a signicant proportion of the query
modications, occurring about half as frequently as generalizations. Bozzon et
al. (2007) examined dierences between lexical categories (part-of-speech tags)
of queries and modied queries. They found that most queries consist of only
nouns or combinations of nouns and verbs. Noun queries are most often modi-
ed into other noun queries and noun-verb queries into other noun-verb queries.
However, transitions between these two lexical types also occur frequently.
In summary, the three term-based modications (specication, generaliza-
tion, reformulation) have been extensively studied. In some papers also other
term-based modications are examined, such as term variations and lexical cate-
gories. Dierent authors have researched dierent variants and aspects of term-
based modications. However, to our knowledge there are no papers that classify
query modications into ner grained, semantic categories.
3 Semantic search log analysis
In this section we present our method for semantic analysis of search logs. We
start with a discussion on the main principles of linked data and introduce
the linked data sources that are used in our analysis. Then, we explain how
we match queries to linked data entities and how the matching entities are
used to determine the semantic types of queries and to identify semantic query
modication patterns. We end this section with a discussion on the accuracy of
the presented method. Figure 1 summarizes the various steps of the method.
3.1 Linked data
Here we briey review the main concepts of linked data; for an extensive
overview see Bizer et al. (2009). The idea of linked data was rst described
by Tim Berners-Lee (2006) in the form of four principles that prescribe how
data should be published on the web. (1) Each entity in the data is referred to
by a unique URI. (2) Information about the entity can be attained by looking up
the URI via HTTP. Information about (3) entities and (4) links between entities
is coded in RDF (Klyne and Carroll, 2004): a set of triples <subject, predicate,
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Figure 1: Overview of the method for semantic search log analysis.
object>, where the subject and the predicate are both URIs and the object can
either be a URI or a string literal. Following these principles ensures that the
data can be easily shared with others, read by both humans and machines, and
linked to data from other sources. Examples of RDF triples are given in Figure 2.
The rst triple provides information about the entity DBpedia:David Beckham:
it provides a human readable label for the entity. The second triple tells us that
David Beckham is of type football player. The third triple states that two URIs
from dierent sources refer to the same concept.
The linked data that we use consists of various interlinked sources: the DB-
pedia Ontology (DBp, 2009), WordNet 2.0 (Fellbaum, 1998, Van Assem et al.,
2006), the Cornetto Lexical Knowledge Base version 1.2 (Vossen et al., 2008),
the Getty Thesaurus of Geographical Names (TGN) (The Getty Foundation,
2004b), and the Getty Art and Architecture Thesaurus (AAT) (The Getty Foun-
dation, 2004a). Together these collections comprise 22 million RDF triples.
Most of these sources are part of the linked data that is published in the Link-
ing Open Data Project (Lin, 2010) and publicly available on the web.
Figure 2: Examples of RDF triples.
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Figure 3: Example application of our method for nding query types: the type
of query David Beckham is at the lowest level DBpedia:FootballPlayer and
at the highest level DBpedia:Person.
3.2 Mapping queries to linked data entities
The rst step of our method is to map the queries in the user sessions on entities
in the linked data. To map the queries we use the rdfs:label property of the
entities, which provides a human readable description for the entities (Bri, 2004).
An example of an entity and its label are given in Figure 2 (rst triple).
We map queries on entities that have an rdfs:label that exactly matches
the query. If no exact match can be found, the queries are stemmed with the
Porter stemmer (Porter, 1980) and mapped onto entities with labels that contain
all stemmed query terms. With this method each query is mapped onto zero,
one, or multiple entities. We purposely chose a conservative mapping method,
sacricing recall for precision, to reduce the amount of noise in our results. The
complete algorithm for mapping queries to entities can be found in Appendix A.
3.3 Identifying query types
To identify the types of queries that users have entered in a search engine, we
determine the classes of the entities to which the queries are mapped, as shown
in Figure 3. We make use of the rdf:type property in the linked data, which
is the RDF approach to assign a class to a resource (Bri, 2004). For example,
the second triple in Figure 2 assigns the entity DBpedia:David Beckham to the
class DBpedia:FootballPlayer.
We look up the rdf:type of the entities that match the queries in the log le
and count how often each type occurs. When multiple entities match a query,
all entities are used. In this case, each matching entity is counted as 1n , where
n is the number of matching entities.
Some entities have multiple types. For instance, DBpedia:David Beckham
is of type DBpedia:FootballPlayer as well as type DBpedia:Person. RDFS
provides a property that denes a hierarchy of classes: rdfs:subClassOf (Bri,
2004). Using this property we nd that DBpedia:FootballPlayer is a subclass
of DBpedia:Person. We analyze the logs at two dierent levels: the lowest
level (the smallest subclasses) and the highest level (the largest superclasses).
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Figure 4: Example application of our method for nding semantic rela-
tions between queries: a relation between queries Andre Agassi and Boris
Becker is that they both match DBpedia entities that are of WordNet type
tennis player.
Appendix B contains a complete description of our method for identifying query
types.
3.4 Identifying semantic query modication patterns
To determine how users of a search engine modify their queries, we collect all
pairs of queries that are consecutively submitted by the same user. For each pair
of consecutive queries we determine the semantic relation between the queries,
as illustrated in Figure 4. A graph search algorithm is used for traversing links
in the linked data to nd the shortest series of links that connects the entities
matching the two queries (their relation).
In the next step we abstract away from relations between specic instances
and infer modication patterns by removing the instances and keeping just the
links. For instance, we may nd that the relation from query David Beckham
to query Joe Cole is that both refer to players in the English national football
team:
David Beckham {DBpedia:nationalteam! England natio-
nal football team  DBpedia:nationalteam{Joe Cole
The arrows denote the directions of the predicates. This relation is abstracted
to the modication pattern:
Q1 {DBpedia:nationalteam! X  DBpedia:nationalteam{ Q2
To determine the importance of the patterns that are found, we count how
often each pattern occurs between queries in the search log. The importance of
a pattern is expressed by its support and condence. Intuitively, the support
value indicates how often a pattern occurs and the condence corresponds to
the likelihood that the pattern explains the observed modication well.
The support of a pattern p is dened as the relative number of query pairs
matching p:
supportp =
freqpP
p0 in patterns freq
0
p
Here freqp is the number of times pattern p occurs between consecutive queries
in the search log and patterns is the set of all occurring patterns. To calculate
the condence of a pattern we rst compute its expected frequency. Hereto,
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we repeatedly sample at random two queries, each from a dierent session,
and construct an articial query pair, for which we determine the modication
pattern. Patterns that occur often between random pairs are a priori more likely
to occur and thus have a high expected frequency:
support randomp =
freq randompP
p0 in patterns freq randomp0
Here support randomp is the expected frequency of pattern p and freq randomp
is the number of times pattern p occurs between sampled query pairs from dif-
ferent sessions. The condence measures how much higher the support is than
expected:
confidencep =
supportp
supportp + support randomp
A condence value of 0.5 means that a pattern is totally unreliable, as it occurs
equally often between consecutive queries as between pairs of randomly selected
queries. A condence of 1 means that the pattern has not been observed between
any of the articially constructed query pairs, which is a strong indication that
the pattern results from the search strategy of the users and is not accidental.
See Appendix C for the precise algorithm to compute support and condence
values.
In the last step of our method, we apply an iterative process to lter out
patterns with low condence and improve the accuracy of the relations that we
nd (see Appendix C).
3.5 Accuracy of the method
Assessing the accuracy of the proposed method for the automatic identication
of semantic relations between queries is not trivial. The method consists of
three steps: match the query to linked data entities, determine their types,
and identify the modication patterns. Determining the appropriateness of a
match between a query and a linked data URI can be dicult when the query
is examined in isolation; for example, given a query corresponding to a person's
last name, the URI matcher identies a long list of people with the same last
name - how to decide the `correct' one without access to the individual who
posed the query? Also, an attempt to measure the accuracy of the second step
of the proposed approach, nding the query type, would actually boil down to
assessing the quality of the linked open data used in the analysis. Given these
considerations, we have not carried out a per-query evaluation for the rst two
steps of our approach, but let the outcomes of the analysis of the search logs,
presented in Sections 4 to 6, speak for themselves1.
Instead, we decided to investigate the accuracy of the end-to-end results only,
by performing a (small-scale) user study to evaluate the modication patterns
identied by the system. First, we sampled at random 100 pairs of consecutive
1Notice that Section 5 does compare the query types we identied with those found by an
alternative automatic method.
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queries from the search logs used in this study (see Section 4). Sampling has been
limited to those query pairs where at most 10 modication patterns are identied
(this is the case for the majority of query pairs that could be considered, and
keeps the next steps workable). For this sample pool of query pairs, we ran
the algorithm, and proceeded as follows to check the usefulness of the relations
identied automatically by comparing them to a human standard.
Four people recruited from our research group (the `judges') were asked to
specify the `most prominent relation' between query pairs. Each judge speci-
ed relations for 25 query pairs, so that in total we had relations for all 100
pairs. The judges were instructed to specify for example for query pair bush,
obama that `both are or were presidents of the US', while for barrack obama,
michelle obama to state `the second is the wife of the rst' or just `spouses'.
We also included a purely term-based example in the instructions, telling judges
to represent the relation between michelle obarma, michelle obama as `same
person, spelling corrected'. Because it is unlikely that anyone would know all
the relations between the sampled query pairs, we instructed the judges to
search the web for information on the entities found in the queries, and take
ample time before resorting to a conclusion that `no relation' exists. We al-
lowed the judges to conclude that multiple relations are equally prominent, for
example, to write `sisters and famous tennis players' for the query pair serena
williams, vanessa williams. We allowed a relation of `queries unclear' for
cases where the query would be too ambiguous, or incomprehensible (e.g., a
query like xgggeren1). In the same way, a fth judge independently created a
second set of relations for all 100 query pairs to test the feasibility of the task
and, to some extent, to check whether a judge would have spent sucient eort
in nding prominent relations. Finding the prominent relations for all sampled
query pairs took between two and three hours.
Next, the three authors (the `raters') individually rated each of the (at most
10) relations identied by the system, taking the viewpoint that the relations
given by the human judges are correct; we repeated the rating for the two
ground-truth relations found according to the human judging process just de-
scribed (consisting of 4 times 25 and 1 time 100 judgements). Each of the
raters classied the system's choice as either incorrect (0) (i.e., dierent from
the judge's relation), approximately correct but more precise or less precise than
the judge's relation (1), or correct (2) (i.e., the same as the judge's relation).
We then computed agreement between judges and raters, where the `no relation'
pairs were treated as incorrect and the single pair classied as `queries unclear'
was disregarded.
Agreement between the two judgements over all separate assessments re-
sulted in a Cohen's kappa of 0.75, while agreement between the three raters
corresponds to a Fleiss-kappa of 0.69. We thus conclude that agreement be-
tween both judgements and raters is good. We mapped the ratings obtained
into a range of [0; 1], where we considered three mappings: strict maps correct
to 1, and all other ratings to 0; medium extends the mapping with a score of
0:5 for the approximate correct ratings; and, lenient maps both correct and
approximately correct to a value of 1. Computing the average of the mapped
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rating per rater for each query pair, and averaging over all query pairs, results
in a lenient score of 0:61 (and 0:33 for strict, 0:47 for medium).
Summarizing, the method is only moderately successful in identifying the
most prominent relations for a given query pair. Nevertheless, as we will nd
in Section 6, the identied relations still provide good insights into the general
user behavior. The evaluation of the method does also give interesting insights
into the use of linked open data for this purpose. First of all, the algorithm
often identies relations between people based on `uninteresting chance events';
for example, when human judges classify two queries as being related because
both queries refer to `British fashion models', the automatic method concludes
that both queries refer to people born in London; similar cases occur for place
of death. Also, DBpedia contains some inaccurate facts such as towns having
nationalities, or people already divorced still labelled as spouses. Another inter-
esting example is the query pair angelina jolie, victoria beckham, where
the system identies a relation of only limited value: that the spouse of the one
person has the same profession as the other person; the `true' relation identied
by both human judges is of course that both are celebrities. Finally, a query pair
prince, queen was classied as a relationship between royalty by one human
judge, and as musicians by the other judge, which shows the inherent ambiguity
of some of the query pairs. The system only found the former, and in the overall
judgement therefore is rewarded only once.
4 Image search log data
The search log data in this study were collected over a 10-month period (October
2008 { July 2009) by the commercial picture portal of a European news agency
that oers access to millions of photographic images to professional users, such
as journalists, public relations agencies, and editorial sta in newspapers and
magazines. The search actions that were recorded were 1) query submissions,
2) result viewings corresponding to clicks on selected images, and 3) image
purchases corresponding to downloads of selected images. Each action was
logged with a timestamp, session ID, the user's ID (in the case of users logged
in to their account), and the submitted query. Click and download actions also
logged the ID of the selected image. Downloading can only take place for logged
in users.
Following Jansen (2006), we describe the log data in terms of sessions,
queries and terms. We dene a session as a series of consecutive search ac-
tions by a single user. Session boundaries are identied when the period of
inactivity between two successive actions exceeds a 15-minute timeout. Queries
are dened as the complete strings that are submitted in the search box. Parts
of the queries separated by whitespace are called terms.
The collected search log data were preprocessed as follows in preparation
for their analysis. First of all, the text of the submitted queries was `lightly'
normalized by converting it to lower case and removing punctuation, quotes,
special characters, URLs, and names of major photo agencies. Furthermore,
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empty queries and queries consisting only of whitespace characters were re-
moved, while consecutive identical queries submitted in the same session were
conated into one.
Table 3 presents a summary of the statistics of the image search log data
studied in this work2. After preprocessing, the search logs contain 1,094,620
queries, 21.2% of which are unique, part of 520,507 sessions. Out of these,
360,411 queries issued in 109,194 sessions correspond to interactions of logged
in users; such interactions are performed by professional users who have an
account in the news agency. Compared to previous image search log analyses,
in particular those of professional users, the current study considers a much
larger dataset (see Table 1).
Table 3: Summary statistics of the image search log data (Oct 2008 { Jul 2009).
Number of submitted queries 1,094,620
Number of unique queries 232,182
Percentage of queries that are unique 21.2%
Number of sessions 520,507
Number of queries per session
Mean 2.1
Median 1
StdDev 3.13
Number of query pairs 574,113
Percentage of queries that are modied 52.4%
Number of terms per submitted query
Mean 1.81
Median 2
StdDev 1.03
Number of terms per unique query
Mean 2.25
Median 2
StdDev 1.73
Percentage of queries followed by click(s) 36%
Percentage of sessions containing click(s) 50%
Percentage of queries followed by download(s) 11%
Percentage of sessions containing download(s) 12%
The average number of queries per session is 2.1, which is lower than the
average session length reported in previous web image search studies, where it
ranges from 2.8 (Tjondronegoro et al., 2009) to 4.8 (Jansen et al., 2004) queries
per session, and also in professional image search, where it corresponds to 3.3
queries per session (Jorgensen and Jorgensen, 2005) (see Section 2.1). For logged
in users, the average session length is higher (3.3 queries per session), which is
in line with previous ndings. Users who are not logged seem to engage in
2It should be noted that the image search log data used in the present study are dierent
to the datasets used in our previous work (Hollink et al., 2010a,b).
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less complex interactions, also indicated by the high number of sessions (63.3%)
comprising a single query (see Figure 5). One possible explanation is that some
of the professional users begin their information searching without logging in
and then after the rst query, or the rst couple of queries, they do log in
and continue their search interactions. Unfortunately, this behavior cannot be
detected by analyzing the search logs since as soon as users log in, they are
assigned a dierent session ID and any link to their previous actions is lost.
Figure 5: Relative frequency of session lengths for all users and for users who
have logged in.
Furthermore, the distribution of queries per session indicates that 52.4% of
the submitted queries are modied into another query. This results in 574,133
query pairs, i.e., pairs of consecutive queries submitted by the same user in the
context of a single session; this gure reaches 69.7% for the case of users who
are logged in. There is very little comparable research regarding the percentage
of modied queries in web image search. In the context of professional image
search, Jorgensen and Jorgensen (2005) report that 61.7% of queries are mod-
ied, which is in line with our ndings. Query modications are analyzed in
detail in Section 6.
The submitted queries consist of approximately 1.8 terms, whereas if we
consider only the unique queries, the average number of terms increases to
around 2.2. This is lower than the number of terms per query reported for web
image search (Jansen et al., 2004, Tjondronegoro et al., 2009, Goodrum and
Spink, 2001, Jansen et al., 2000a), but it is close to the average query length
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observed in the context of journalist image search (Jorgensen and Jorgensen,
2005, Westman and Oittinen, 2006). A look at the most frequently occurring
queries in Table 4 reveals that they are indeed short and mostly concerned with
named entities, in particular specic persons. In conjunction with the ndings
of previous research in professional image search, there appears to be a fairly
strong trend in submitting short queries in this context. Figure 6 illustrates the
frequency distribution of the queries which, as expected, follows a power law
with a long tail of queries submitted only a handful of times.
Table 4: The twenty most frequently occurring queries and the number of times
they occur.
# Occ. Query # Occ. Query
1. 11,844 cristiano ronaldo 11. 3,130 prince
2. 7,152 fernando torres 12. 3,115 karim benzema
3. 6,445 letizia 13. 3,098 princess letizia
4. 6,197 princess mary 14. 3,089 spain
5. 5,866 princess 15. 3,077 bruel
6. 4,996 russell brand 16. 2,999 monaco
7. 4,194 beckham 17. 2,917 princess mathilde
8. 3,382 sergio ramos 18. 2,870 belgium
9. 3,250 carla bruni 19. 2,798 mathilde
10. 3,163 brad pitt 20. 2,742 nicolas sarkozy
The image search results are displayed as image thumbnails, enabling users
to make an informed decision before clicking on a particular image so as to
preview it in bigger size and view more of its accompanying metadata. Table 3
indicates that about a third of the submitted queries are followed by at least
one click and about half the sessions have at least one result followed up. This
number of sessions containing at least one click is in line with the 56% previously
reported (Tjondronegoro et al., 2009), whereas the number of queries followed
through is higher than the 26% previously observed in professional image search
(Jorgensen and Jorgensen, 2005). This could be due to advancements in the ef-
fectiveness of the underlying retrieval technology in recent years that allow users
to engage in more successful searches. This may also explain the higher number
of queries followed by an image download (11%) and of sessions containing at
least one download action (12%) compared to the previously reported 7.2% of
searches that resulted in downloads in a similar professional setting (Jorgensen
and Jorgensen, 2005). This rise is further evident if we only consider the logged
in users, since they are the only ones that can purchase an image by download-
ing it, for whom these gures correspond to 33% of their queries and 60% of
their sessions.
In conclusion, users who are searching for images professionally tend to sub-
mit short queries. On average their sessions are not long, but there is a signi-
cant number of longer sessions and of queries that are iteratively modied. The
semantic analysis performed in the two following sections aims to shed more
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Figure 6: Rank-frequency distribution of the submitted queries ordered by rank
using a log-log transformation.
light on the types of the submitted queries as well as the relations between
consecutive queries.
5 Query type analysis
In the following we analyze the types of the news agency queries with the method
described in Section 3.3 and show how this method allows one to easily switch
between dierent levels of types. At the highest level, a distinction is made be-
tween conceptual and specic queries (e.g., Westman and Oittinen, 2006, Hollink
et al., 2004). Conceptual queries (also called generic queries) describe general
objects, such as wall or fishing, while specic queries ask for specic instances
such as the Berlin Wall. Specic queries are analyzed by looking at the fre-
quency of semantic types, such as persons and places, and of subtypes of these
types, such as soccer players. For conceptual queries, we determine how often
queries consist of the various lexical categories (nouns, adjectives, etc.) and we
classify the nouns according to the top-level categories of WordNet (Fellbaum,
1998), which include categories such as objects, events and phenomena.
Section 5.1 discusses the types that were found when analyzing all queries.
Section 5.2 compares our ndings to the results of an existing method for deter-
mining query types. In Section 5.3 we compare the types of queries that were
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successful to the types of queries that were not successful.
5.1 Types of all queries
For 79% of the 1,094,620 queries a matching URI was found. For 68% of
the queries with a URI the type could be determined. Table 5 shows the
ten most frequently occurring query types when the types are analyzed at
the highest level3 (see Section 3.3). The table contains various types that we
would view as similar, such as DBpedia:Place, tgn:AdministrativePlace,
and tgn:PhysicalPlace (all place names). Our algorithm does not recognize
these types as being similar as there is currently no link between the classes
in our linked data. When such links are added (which is the intention in the
linked data community), equivalent classes can be merged, leading to a more
comprehensive view on the query type frequencies.
Table 5: The ten most frequently occurring query types found when analyzing
query types at the highest level and the relative frequencies of the types for all
queries (all), for successful queries (suc.), and for unsuccessful queries (unsuc.).
all suc. unsuc. type example query
1. 0.440 0.424 0.433 DBpedia:Person cristiano ronaldo
2. 0.103 0.098 0.108 tgn:AdministrativePlace berlin
3. 0.053 0.054 0.058 WordNet:NounSynset princess
4. 0.024 0.025 0.024 DBpedia:Place monaco
5. 0.016 0.018 0.015 DBpedia:Organisation real madrid
6. 0.013 0.012 0.015 aat:Concept shoe
7. 0.007 0.006 0.007 DBpedia:Work out of africa
8. 0.006 0.006 0.006 tgn:PhysicalPlace santa barbara
9. 0.004 0.004 0.005 WordNet:VerbSynset swim
10. 0.003 0.003 0.002 DBpedia:Species snailfish
In line with Jorgensen and Jorgensen (2005), Westman and Oittinen (2006),
and Markkula and Sormunen (2000), we found that conceptual searches were
less common than searches for specic instances. Table 5 contains three con-
ceptual types: WordNet:NounSynset, WordNet:VerbSynset (nouns and verbs in
WordNet), and aat:Concept (concepts from the Getty AAT). Examples of spe-
cic types are DBpedia:Person (person names) and tgn:AdministrativePlace
(place names).
For specic queries, our method determines the semantic type of the queries.
As shown in the table, by far the most common type of specic queries is
DBpedia:Person. Other frequent types are places and organizations. Large
numbers of queries for persons are also found in Tjondronegoro et al. (2009),
Jorgensen and Jorgensen (2005), Westman and Oittinen (2006), and Markkula
3Initially, our analysis gave DBpedia:Resource as the most common type, because all DB-
pedia entities are both of this type and one or more other types. As having DBpedia:Resource
as type is meaningless, we removed it from the analysis.
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Table 6: The ten most frequently occurring subtypes of DBpedia:Person found
when analyzing query types at the lowest level and the relative frequencies of
the types. Here DBpedia:Person is the type of person queries for which no
subtype is known.
freq. type example query
1. 0.123 DBpedia:FootballPlayer cristiano ronaldo
2. 0.100 DBpedia:Actor brad pitt
3. 0.083 DBpedia:MusicalArtist lara fabian
4. 0.029 DBpedia:TennisPlayer rafael nadal
5. 0.022 DBpedia:Person sarah cawood
6. 0.019 DBpedia:Comedian russell brand
7. 0.017 DBpedia:OfficeHolder nicolas sarkozy
8. 0.012 DBpedia:Model claudia schiffer
9. 0.012 DBpedia:Cyclist tom boonen
10. 0.004 DBpedia:PokerPlayer michael greco
and Sormunen (2000). Apparently, access to image repositories is often moti-
vated by a need to depict a person.
The semantic analysis method can also describe query types at lower levels,
which allows one to look deeper into the use of particular semantic query types.
Table 6 shows the most commonly searched subtypes of persons. As shown,
many people searched for sports people, which is indeed a topic on which the
news agency repository contains a large number of photos. Other common
person types are actors, musicians, and comedians. The news agency can use
this information when deciding on future additions to the repository.
Conceptual queries can be categorized according to their lexical categories
(part-of-speech tags). If we look at the various query types from WordNet
(WordNet:NounSynset, WordNet:VerbSynset, etc.) we nd that nouns are by
far the most common lexical category (52%), followed by verbs (26%), adjec-
tives (20%) and adverbs (1%). The dominance of noun concepts is also found
in Jorgensen and Jorgensen (2005), but they nd more adjectives than verbs.
Manual inspection of the identied verbs showed that our algorithm classied
many queries as both nouns and verbs (e.g., milk, miss). Most likely, such
queries are meant as nouns rather than verbs (Bozzon et al., 2007), so the verb
count should be lower indeed.
We semantically analyzed the queries with type WordNet:NounSynset by fol-
lowing for these queries the WordNet:hyponymOf relation instead of the rdf:type
relation. In this way these queries are classied into the top-level classes of the
WordNet noun hierarchy (see Fellbaum (1998)). For instance, the query horse
race is now classied as an event. The frequency of the ten top-level noun
categories are given in Table 7. The most common category is entity, which
includes physical objects and life forms. Examples of queries categorized as en-
tities are telephone booth and nanny. Groups, acts, and abstractions are also
seen quite regularly. The other categories appear much less frequently.
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Table 7: The nine top-level categories of WordNet:nouns and the relative fre-
quencies of the categories.
freq. type example query
1. 0.0332 entity princess
2. 0.0022 group french foreign legion
3. 0.0022 act cycling
4. 0.0020 abstraction solidarity
5. 0.0010 psychological feature haute couture
6. 0.0009 state flu
7. 0.0006 event tour de france
8. 0.0003 phenomenon global warming
9. 0.0001 possession christmas presents
5.2 Comparison to OpenCalais
For comparison, we have followed Tjondronegoro et al. (2009) in using Open-
Calais to classify queries (see Section 2.1). This Web Service is really intended
for the annotation of natural language text such as newspaper articles, and is
not meant to be applied to the short queries found in search logs. Yet, when
submitting the search logs in batches of 500 queries at a time (one query per
line), only few batches cannot be analyzed (these raise a language detection
error).
The ten most frequent types identied by OpenCalais are summarized in
Table 8. Other prominent types are product, region, facility, and event. Ap-
proximately three quarters of the queries remain unclassied. Because the Web
Service may assign types to part of the query text only, and also identify mul-
tiple types per query, we give absolute numbers rather than percentages and
these cannot be compared directly with the results of our own type analysis.
However, the main ndings are consistent with ours, in the signicant number
of queries targeting people and locations. When comparing our method to these
results, the type analysis based on linked data that we developed can classify
types at dierent levels, such as person versus musician. Types returned by
OpenCalais such as industry and technology correspond really to domains. We
conclude that both approaches are complementary, having their own strengths
and weaknesses, but, as far as they are comparable, lead to consistent results.
5.3 Types of successful and unsuccessful queries
We now move on to analyzing dierences in query types between successful and
unsuccessful queries. A successful query at least partially answers the user's
information need. Therefore, similar to Huang and Efthimiadis (2009), we dene
a successful query as a query that is followed by at least one click on a search
result. Unsuccessful queries do not result in a click and are followed directly
by another query or end the search session. According to this denition, in
our data 389,193 queries (36%) were successful and 687,869 queries (64%) were
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Table 8: The ten most frequent query types according to OpenCalais.
count type example query
1. 174,694 Person brad pitt
2. 68,192 Position real madrid goalkeeper
3. 4,583 IndustryTerm belgium bank
4. 3,377 SportsEvent tour de france
5. 2,308 SportsGame soccer
6. 1,683 Organization whitehouse
7. 1,379 Technology gps
8. 1,244 City brussels
9. 1,071 Holiday christmas
10. 700 Country belgium
unsuccessful (see Section 4).
Alternatively, we can dene success by a download instead of a click. Down-
loading (and thus paying for) an image is a stronger indication that the user
is satised with the search result than just clicking on the image. However,
because the results for both denitions of success turned out to be very similar
and most other studies only have access to click information, we present the
results of the click analysis only.
The second and third columns of Table 5 show the frequency of the ten
query types for successful and unsuccessful queries. Conceptual queries are not
very successful: types from WordNet and the AAT occur more often among
the unsuccessful than among the successful queries. This is consistent with
our expectations. Conceptual queries are considered to be dicult, as a result
of dierences between the terminology used in queries and image annotations
(Markkula and Sormunen, 2000). Most concepts can be described by various
synonyms, so that conceptual queries often contain dierent terms than the
annotations of the corresponding images. Moreover, the annotations often con-
tain descriptions of specic entities, such as `Empire State Building' rather than
general concepts such as `skyscraper'.
Finally, we observe that successful queries could be mapped more often to
URIs (79%) that unsuccessful queries (76%). This indicates that more common
topics, which have a larger probability of occurring in the linked data, are on
average more successful.
In conclusion, our results showed that the semantic analysis can eectively
determine semantic query types at various levels of specicity. The analysis
conrmed the ndings of previous studies that conceptual queries are used less
frequently than queries for specic entities and that persons are the most com-
mon type of specic entities. We also showed that specic queries were more
eective than conceptual queries. In addition, the presented method enabled us
to break down query types into subtypes, showing, for example, that in our do-
main users often search for football players and actors. For conceptual queries,
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we found that users mainly use nouns, in particular entities.
6 Query modication analysis
With the method for nding semantic query modication patterns presented
in Section 3.4, we analyzed the pairs of queries occurring consecutively in the
sessions found in the search log. The results of this analysis are compared
to the results of a term-based analysis. We start with a discussion on query
modications found when analyzing all queries and then zoom in on dierences
between modications made after successful and unsuccessful queries.
6.1 Modications of all queries
For 24% of the 574,113 query pairs a relation was found. The ten patterns with
the highest support are shown in Table 9. These patterns all have condence
values that are close to 1, which means that it is unlikely that they occurred as
chance events instead of representing search strategies of the users.
The most common pattern was the identity relation ([ ]): two dierent
queries that are mapped to the same entity, usually variant names for the same
entity, such as Gent and Gand (the Dutch and French name of a Belgian city).
These do not include identical queries, as they are conated during preprocess-
ing (see Section 4). Patterns 2, 6, and 10 indicate that many users searched
rst on the name of a person and then on the name of his or her spouse or
partner. Patterns 3, 9, and 4 tell us that many users successively searched
for two people with a common property: respectively, people who play for the
same national team, who belong to the same sports club, and who star in the
same movie. Patterns 5 and 8 both say that users searched on two entities
with the same type, such as tennis players or townships. Pattern 7 uses the
AAT:distinguished from relation from the Getty Art and Architecture The-
saurus which links closely related terms, such as prince and princess.
Inspection of the modication patterns reveals two important classes of mod-
ications (see Table 10). 19% of the identied relations are what we refer to
as sibling relations: relations of the form Q1{R!X R{Q2 or Q1 R{X{R!Q2.
Examples include patterns 3, 4, 5, 8, and 9 in Table 9. This shows that many
people searched for two entities with some common property, such as two actors
starring in the same movie or two hyponyms of a WordNet concept. This nd-
ing is in line with the work of Rieh and Xie (2006), who found through manual
classication of query modications that sibling relations (referred to as `parallel
movements' by them) were the most common class of modications. However,
their analysis did not identify what kind of siblings were used (actors, or soccer
players, or hyponyms, etc.). The second frequently occurring class of relations
(10%) are direct few-to-few relations, which are dened as a relaxed version of
one-to-one relations, where `few' means on average less than 2. Examples of
direct few-to-few relations are `spouse' and `has-capital'.
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Table 9: The ten semantic modication patterns with the highest support with
their support and condence values.
sup. conf. pattern
1. 0.025 0.96 [ ]
2. 0.017 1.00 Q1 {DBpedia:spouse! Q2
3. 0.014 0.96 Q1 {DBpedia:nationalteam! X  DBpedia:nationalteam{ Q2
4. 0.013 0.98 Q1  DBpedia:starring{ X {DBpedia:starring! Q2
5. 0.011 0.91 Q1 {rdf:type! X  rdf:type{ Q2
6. 0.010 1.00 Q1 {DBpedia:partner! Q2
7. 0.008 0.99 Q1  aat:distinguished from{ Q2
8. 0.008 0.93 Q1 {DBpedia:wordnet type! X  DBpedia:wordnet type{ Q2
9. 0.005 0.95 Q1 {DBpedia:clubs! X  DBpedia:clubs{ Q2
10. 0.005 0.98 Q1  DBpedia:spouse{ Q2
Table 10: Relative frequency of classes of semantic query modication patterns
(proportion of identied query pairs with identied relations) after all queries,
after successful queries and after unsuccessful queries.
Modication type all queries successful queries unsuccessful queries
sibling 0.193 0.228 0.178
few-to-few 0.105 0.069 0.112
other relations 0.702 0.703 0.710
We also analyze the query pairs with a term-based approach (see Section 2.2).
After stemming the query terms, we determine whether, compared to the previ-
ous query, terms are added (specication), removed (generalization) or replaced
(reformulation). In addition, we count how many times stemming made the
query identical to the previous query (stem-identicals). Query pairs without
overlapping terms are classied as `undetermined'. The frequency of each type
of term modication is shown in Table 11 and Figure 7.
25% of the modications can be assigned to one of the four term-based
classes, which is comparable to the result of term-based approaches in previous
studies (e.g. 23% in Jones and Fain (2003), see Section 2.2). Reformulations
occur most frequently: 1.5 times as often as specications, which occur 1.9
times as often as generalizations. Stem-identical queries are the least frequent
class. These ndings closely match the ndings of previous studies (Bruza and
Dennis, 1997, Lau and Horvitz, 1999, Jorgensen and Jorgensen, 2005, Rieh and
Xie, 2006, Whittle et al., 2007, Jansen et al., 2009, Boldi et al., 2009, Costa and
Seco, 2008, Efthimiadis, 2000, Jones and Fain, 2003).
Comparing the results of term-based and semantic analysis, we see that the
percentage of the modications that can be assigned to one of the four term-
based classes (25%, see Table 11) closely matches the percentage of cases for
which a semantic modication could be found (24%). However, as shown in
Figure 8, the two approaches classify dierent query pairs: the linked data
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Table 11: Relative frequency of term-based query modication types after all
queries, after successful queries and after unsuccessful queries.
Modication type all queries successful queries unsuccessful queries
specication 0.080 0.056 0.092
generalization 0.042 0.022 0.052
reformulation 0.121 0.102 0.136
stem-identical 0.008 0.005 0.010
undetermined 0.750 0.815 0.711
Figure 7: Relative frequency of term-based modication types.
approach found a relation for only 9% of the cases that were classied by the
term-based approach. Conversely, the term-based approach found a class for
only 9% of the cases for which a semantic relation was found, which shows
that the two analyses are complementary. One reason for this eect is that the
term-based approach works well for cases in which names of multiple entities
are present in one query, such as `Beckham Milan' and `Beckham Madrid', while
it cannot handle most pairs of queries consisting of single entities, such as the
pair `Andre Agassi' and `Boris Becker'. The linked-data approach that we
developed, on the other hand, can currently handle single entity queries, but
not multiple entity queries. In the future, the linked-data method may be
extended to handle queries with multiple entities. This requires queries to be
split up in meaningful fragments and each fragment to be matched separately
on a linked-data entity.
Reformulations are often related to sibling relations: for example, the modi-
cation from the query elm tree to the query oak tree is both a reformulation
and a sibling relation. Nevertheless, a large part of the siblings found with the
linked data approach cannot be recognized by looking at term-based reformu-
lations: only 7% of the siblings were recognized as reformulation. Inspection of
the results shows that many siblings consist of names of two persons, such as two
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Figure 8: Overlap between the query pairs classied by the semantic and the
term-based approach: the proportion of queries for which a relation is found
only by the term-based approach, only by the semantic approach, by both ap-
proaches, and by none of the approaches.
players in the same national team. The names do not have any terms in com-
mon and thus are not classied as reformulations. In other words, the queries
were semantically related, but not with respect to their terms. There is no
corresponding term-based class for direct few-to-few relations. These relations
are classied by the term-based approach as reformulations (2%), specications
(0.1%), generalizations (0.1%) and stem-identical (0.2%), but most often as un-
determined (98%). This shows that there are types of modications that are
important for users, but that cannot be identied with a term-based analysis of
query modications.
6.2 Modications of successful and unsuccessful queries
We analyzed dierences in query modications of successful and unsuccessful
queries using the same denition of success as in Section 5.3. Like before,
considering downloads instead of clicks led to similar results.
The frequency of the four term-based modication types after successful
and unsuccessful queries are shown in Table 11. Successful queries are more
often followed by a modication that is classied as undetermined (81%) than
unsuccessful queries (71%). This could mean that after successful queries users
more often switch to unrelated topics, probably because they were satised with
the results they found for the rst search topic. Unsuccessful queries, on the
other hand, are more often followed by stem-identical queries (1.0% vs 0.5%),
which indicates that after unsuccessful queries users more often make a second
attempt to nd the same information using an almost identical query. This
nding is in line with the work of Huang and Efthimiadis (2009), who found
some forms of term variations often occur when no clicks have been made (see
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Section 2.2). Unsuccessful queries also lead to more specications, generaliza-
tions, and reformulations than successful queries do. Most likely, this can be
explained in the same way as the high number of stem-identical queries: users
making a second attempt to nd the same information. The eect was strongest
for generalizations, which appear 2.3 times as often after unsuccessful queries
than after successful queries. Apparently, generalizations are often used to ex-
pand the result set when no relevant results were found for the initial query.
This contradicts the ndings of Huang and Efthimiadis (2009): they found that
generalization and reformulation occur relatively often after a click has been
made.
We also identied which semantic modication patterns occur frequently
after successful and unsuccessful queries. To this end we applied our method
for nding semantic modication patterns to the set of query pairs for which the
rst query was successful and the set of query pairs of which the rst query was
unsuccessful. The ten patterns with the highest support after successful queries
are shown in Table 12. For each pattern the gure also shows the support of
the pattern after unsuccessful queries.
Table 12: The ten semantic modication patterns with the highest support for
successful queries with their support values for successful queries (suc.) and
unsuccessful queries (unsuc.).
suc. unsuc. pattern
1. 0.019 0.012 Q1 {DBpedia:nationalteam! X  DBpedia:nationalteam{ Q2
2. 0.015 0.030 [ ]
3. 0.013 0.010 Q1 {rdf:type! X  rdf:type{ Q2
4. 0.011 0.013 Q1  DBpedia:starring{ X {DBpedia:starring! Q2
5. 0.011 0.018 Q1 {DBpedia:spouse! Q2
6. 0.009 0.007 Q1 {DBpedia:wordnet type! X  DBpedia:wordnet type{ Q2
7. 0.007 0.004 Q1 {DBpedia:clubs! X  DBpedia:clubs{ Q2
8. 0.005 0.004 Q1 {aat:distinguished from! Q2
9. 0.005 0.004 Q1 {DBpedia:occupation! X  DBpedia:occupation{ Q2
10. 0.005 0.005 Q1  DBpedia:starring{ X {DBpedia:distributor! Y
 DBpedia:distributor{ Z {DBpedia:starring! Q2
Successful queries are more often than unsuccessful queries followed by a
modication for which no semantic relation could be found: no relation was
found for 58% of the modications of successful queries for which entities in the
linked data could be found, versus 54% for unsuccessful queries. In all likelihood,
after successful queries users are more inclined to switch their search topic,
as we found with the term-based analysis. Like stem-identicals, the identity
relation ([ ]) occurred almost twice as often after unsuccessful queries than after
successful queries (support 0.030 vs 0.015), probably due to users making a
second attempt to nd the same information.
As shown in Table 10, sibling relations were observed most frequently af-
ter successful queries (23% for successful queries versus 18% for unsuccessful
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queries). Table 12 shows various examples of such relations: two entities of the
same type (patterns 3 and 6), two players from the same national team (pattern
1) or club (pattern 7), and two people with the same occupation (pattern 9). An
explanation for this phenomenon can be that in these cases the rst query only
covers part of the users' larger information need. Once this part is satised, the
user moves on the next part. For example, a user who is looking for images of
a soccer team in action may pursue this goal by consecutively querying on the
names of various star players from the team.
Direct few-to-few relations occurred less often after successful queries (7%)
than after unsuccessful queries (11%), which suggests that these modications
are used to nd an image that shows the subject of the user's information need
in a dierent context. For example, users looking for images of the private life
of David Beckham but only nding soccer action photos may query for Victoria
Beckham (his spouse) as a second attempt.
In conclusion, the semantic approach for analyzing query modications forms
a valuable addition to term-based approaches. With the semantic method we
identied a number of modication patterns that are frequently employed by
users of the search engine, but that do not become visible in term-based analyses.
We found that many query modications can be classied as sibling relations and
direct few-to-few relations. Sibling relations are used most often after successful
queries while few-to-few relations occur mainly after unsuccessful queries. As
far as the results of semantic approach and the term-based approach are com-
parable, their ndings are consistent: both approaches showed that users often
try variant names for the same entity, especially when the rst query was not
successful.
7 Impact and applications
The results of the presented study have implications for the design of search
engines and search support tools. In this section we discuss various applications.
A summary of these applications and the ndings that can be used for these
applications is given in Table 13.
Several search tools make use of ontologies, thesauri or lexicons, for example
to generate terms for query suggestions or automatic query expansion (Hollink
et al., 2007) or to cluster search results (Hemayati et al., 2007, Ren et al., 2009).
Semantic search log analysis enables us to discover which types of information
users frequently search for and which relations between queries are frequently
used. This information can be used to improve the match between the resources
that are used and the information needs of the users. Through the picture por-
tal of the news agency that we studied users most often search for persons, in
particular football players, musical artists and actors. Another frequent cat-
egory were geographical locations. General concepts, such as common nouns
and verbs, occurred much less frequently. The relations between queries that
were observed most frequently were variant names for the same entity, direct
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Table 13: Summary of potential applications of the ndings in this study.
Application Findings
 Improving the match between resources
used by search tools and users' information
needs
Query types and relations that are fre-
quently searched for
 Selection of concepts for image content anal-
ysis
Query types that are frequently searched for
 Purchasing and annotating images for an
image collection
Types of queries that frequently do not lead
to clicks
 Dierentiating query suggestions between
successful and unsuccessful queries
Dierences between modication patterns
after successful and unsuccessful queries
 Increasing recall of image search Frequently used relations between queries
 Providing search feedback Frequently used properties shared by se-
quences of queries
 Improving session boundary detection Relations between consecutive queries that
do not have terms in common
relations between persons, and, category membership. The observed types of
entities should guide the selection or construction of ontologies or lexicons for
a search engine. Currently, the most frequently used resource is WordNet (e.g.,
Hollink et al., 2007). Our ndings suggest that this is probably not the best
choice, as WordNet contains mainly general terms, very few person and place
names and no relations between persons; exploring Wikipedia (or DBpedia)
seems a promising alternative resource for this purpose.
Our ndings also have implications for automatic image annotation through
content analysis. A crucial step in content analysis is the selection of concepts
for which a classier is built (Lin and Hauptmann, 2006). The frequent query
types can help to choose those concepts that match the user's query. Our results
indicate also that face recognition could be a valuable type of content analysis
for the automatic annotation of journalistic images.
The identied frequent types of queries can also guide the focus of the news
agency when purchasing new images to be added to their collection. Images
that match the users' information needs have a higher probability of being
sold and thus are a more valuable addition to the collection. This strategy is
complementary to the strategy of acquiring images from categories with high
sales numbers. In contrast to the latter strategy, our methodology also reveals
query types that do not currently result in a click on an image. Knowing about
these query types is useful for managing the image collection. If the collection
does not contain images matching such queries, adding such images will probably
increase sales. If relevant images are in the collection, but they are nonetheless
not found, apparently the image annotations do not match the users queries
and need improvement.
Current search assistance tools, such as query suggestion generators, do not
distinguish between successful queries (queries that have led to a click on a
search result) and unsuccessful queries. However, our experiments show that
searchers behave quite dierently after successful and unsuccessful queries. Tak-
ing these dierences into account can potentially enhance the eectiveness of
search support. For example, our results indicate that oering variant names
for the entity on which the user has searched is more important after unsuc-
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cessful queries, while showing related entities is more important after successful
queries.
The identied modication patterns can be applied to increase recall when
no or few results are found. In these situations the search engine can return
results matching entities that are related to the user's query. The frequent
modication patterns indicate which relations are most likely to be of use. Using
these relations also enables the system to explain the relation between the query
and the returned results.
Our results can also be used for providing search feedback. We found that
users often list a number of entities with a common property, such as players
from the same soccer team. By matching queries to common modication pat-
terns, we can recognize such query sequences at an early stage. If the image
collection does not contain any images of entities with the property that was
searched for, the system can inform the user early on that the current line of
search is not going to be successful, saving the user time and frustration. If the
collection does contain such images, the system can show the names of the enti-
ties as search suggestions, allowing the user to recognize rather than recall the
entities, which has shown to be cognitively less demanding (Molich and Nielsen,
1990, Nielsen, 1994).
The approach that we used to determine relations between queries can be
applied to detect session boundaries. Existing session boundary detectors are
usually based on the time between requests or the overlap in terms between
queries (e.g., He et al., 2002, Ozmutlu, 2006). We showed that the latter ap-
proach is not sucient as many related queries do not have terms in common.
Complementing term overlap with semantic relatedness of queries can poten-
tially improve the accuracy of the detected boundaries. Similarly, semantic
relations may be applied to recognize multitasking behavior: users who are
searching for two or more unrelated topics at the same time.
The presented ndings are restricted to image search in a journalistic con-
text. Further research is needed to determine to what extent the identied
patterns are generalizable to other contexts. The methodology, on the other
hand, is generally applicable to search logs. In other contexts the semantic
analysis may yield dierent search patterns, but these patterns can be applied
in the same manner to optimize search support in these contexts.
8 Conclusions
We presented a methodology to analyze search logs on a semantic basis using
information from linked data sources. Our experiments show that this method-
ology can eectively determine which types of queries are frequently used and
which relations exist between pairs of queries that are consecutive entered in
a search session. The presented method suced to describe query types at
a high level as well as to discover specic subtypes. The semantic approach
proved complementary to existing term-based approaches as the two types of
approaches reveal dierent patterns in the users' information needs and search
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strategies.
We used the semantic analysis method as well as a statistical analysis to
study the search behavior of users who professionally searched in an image
repository. The analyses showed that these users tend to use very short queries
(1.8 terms on average). Queries often consist of person names (44% of the
queries) and other named entities. Queries consisting of general concepts were
used less often. The general concepts that were used were most often nouns,
in particular entities. Queries for general concepts proved more dicult than
queries for named entities: they ended less often in a click on an image.
A term-based analysis of query modications conrmed ndings of earlier
studies: the most frequently observed modication is replacing terms in a query
by other terms, followed by adding terms to a query, removing terms from a
query, and, least frequently, using lexical variations of terms. The semantic
query modication analysis gave new insights. It showed that users frequently
tried a number of queries consisting of variant names for the same entity (5%
of the identied modications), especially after the rst query did not lead to a
click on a search result. Users also often listed entities with a common property,
such as actors starring in the same movie or concepts with a common hypernym
(19%). This pattern was observed most often after a click had been made,
suggesting that users often spread their information need over several queries.
Finally, 10% of the modications could be described by domain-specic relations
between named entities, such as spouse-of, a pattern that was seen mainly
when no click was made.
We discussed implications of our ndings for various applications. We ex-
plained how the outcomes of our analysis can be used to improve the eectiveness
of various types of search support and for the detection of session boundaries.
In addition, we discussed the impact of our results on the management and
annotation of journalistic image collections.
In the future we are planning to broaden the scope of our research to the
analysis of image search in other domains and other types of users. Also, we
will look at search strategies that go beyond query pairs and describe search
behavior during whole search sessions.
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A Algorithm for mapping queries to linked data
entities
Input: sessions: list of search sessions
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triples: all RDF triples in the used linked data sources
Output: query entities: list of queries and matching entities
query entities = ;
for each session s in sessions
Qs = list of queries in session s ordered by time
for each query q in Qs
matching entitiesq = ;
for each triple < subject; rdfs:label; object > in triples
label = lowercase(object)
if label = q
add subject to matching entitiesq
if matching entitiesq = ;
q0 = remove accents(q)
qstem = porter stem(q0)
for each triple < subject; rdfs:label; object > in triples
labelstem = porter stem(remove accents(lowercase(object)))
if forall terms t in qstem it holds that t is in labelstem
add subject to matching entitiesq
add matching entitiesq to query entities
B Algorithm for identifying query types
Input: query entities: list of queries and matching entities
sessions: list of search sessions
triples: all RDF triples in the used linked data sources
mode: most specic types or most general types
Output: query type frequencies: list of query types and their relative frequencies
for each session s in sessions
Qs = list of queries in session s ordered by time
nq = number of queries in Qs
for each query q in Qs
entities = set of entities matching q according to query entities
ne = number of entities in entities
for each entity e in entities
typese = ;
for each triple < e; rdf:type; object > in triples
add object to typese
for each type t in typese
if mode = lowest level types
if there is a t0 in typese such that < t0; rdfs:subClassOf; t > in triples
remove t from typese
if mode = highest level types
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if there is a t0 in typese such that < t; rdfs:subClassOf; t0 > in triples
remove t from typese
nt = number of types in typese
for each type t in typese
frequencyt += 1=(nq  ne  nt)
all types = set of types t for which frequencyt is dened
for each type t in all types
normfrequencyt = frequencyt=
P
t0 in all types frequencyt0
add normfrequencyt to query type frequencies
C Algorithm for identifying query modication
patterns
Input: query entities: list of queries and matching entities
sessions: list of search sessions
triples: all RDF triples in the used linked data sources
support threshold: minimum support (set at 0.0005)
confidence threshold: maximum condence (set at 0.66667)
Output: modification pattern support: list of query modication patterns
and their relative frequencies
modification pattern confidence: list of query modication patterns
and their condence scores
taboo patterns = ; (list of modication patterns that are not allowed)
# Step 1: sample random query pairs
total number of pairs = total number of query pairs in sessions
random query pairs = ;
cur number of pairs = 0
while cur number of pairs < total number of pairs
s1 = a random session from sessions
s2 = a random session from sessions such that s1 6= s2
q1 = a random query from s1
q2 = a random query from s2
add < q1; q2 > to random query pairs
cur number of pairs = cur number of pairs + 1
# Step 2: count modication patterns between consecutive query pairs
for each session s in sessions
pairss = set of consecutive query pairs in s
nq = number of query pairs in pairss
for each pair < q1; q2 > in pairss
patterns = get shortest paths(q1, q2)
np = number of patterns in patterns
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for each pattern p in patterns
freq sessionp += 1=(nq  np)
all within session patterns = set of patterns p for which freq sessionp is dened
for each pattern p in all within session patterns
supportp = freq sessionp=
P
p0 in all within session patterns freq sessionp0
# Step 3: count patterns between random query pairs
for each pair < q1; q2 > in random query pairs
patterns = get shortest paths(q1, q2)
np = number of patterns in patterns
for each pattern p in patterns
freq randomp += 1=np
all random session patterns = set of patterns p for which freq randomp is dened
for each pattern p in all random session patterns
support randomp = freq randomp=
P
p0 in all random session patterns freq randomp0
confidencep = supportp=(supportp + support randomp)
# Step 4: iteratively improve the identied patterns
all patterns = set of patterns p for which supportp is dened
new taboo patterns found = false
for each pattern p in all patterns
if supportp  support threshold and confidencep < confidence threshold
add p to taboo patterns
new taboo patterns found = true
if new taboo patterns found = true
repeat steps 2, 3, and 4
else
for each pattern p in all patterns
add supportp to modification pattern support
add confidencep to modification pattern confidence
# Function get shortest paths
Input: < q1; q2 >: pair of queries
Output: abstract paths: list of abstract shortest paths between q1 and q2
entitiesq1 = set of entities matching q1 according to query entities
entitiesq2 = set of entities matching q2 according to query entities
max path length = 4
cur path length = 1
abstract paths = ;
while abstract paths = ; and cur path length  max path length
paths = all series of cur path length triples from triples that connect an
entity from entitiesq1 to an entity from entitiesq2. Triples us-
ing equivalence relations (skos:exactMatch and own:sameAs and
their subproperties) are not counted in the number of triples.
37
for each path p in paths
pabs = extract predicates(p)
if there is no pattern ptaboo in taboo patterns such that pabs = ptaboo
add pabs to abstract paths
cur path length = cur path length + 1
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